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1. Introduction 
Let Q=ny[-l/i,l/i] be the Hilbert cube. The subsets s=ny(-l/i,l/i) and 
B(Q) = Q\s are usually referred to as the pseudo-interior and pseudo-boundary, 
respectively. Generalizing from B(Q), we will consider subsets B c Q which satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(1) ForeveryE>Othereexistsamapn:Q+Q\Bwithd(v,id)<E; 
(2) Q\B is homeomorphic to s (which is homeomorphic to Hilbert space). 
The homogeneity of the Hilbert cube precludes any topological notion of boundary 
point. However, by analogy with the finite-dimensional case, in which the topological 
boundary of an n-cell is the only subset satisfying the analogues of (1) and (2), we 
will call any subset B c Q satisfying the above conditions a boundary set. This notion 
is topological, i.e., if B is a boundary set and h: Q+ Q is a homeomorphism, then 
h(B) is also a boundary set. 
Thus the pseudo-boundary B(Q) = {(xi) E Q: [ix,1 = 1 for some i} is a boundary 
set. Another natural and well-known example of a boundary set can be described 
in the infinite-dimensional solid ellipsoid E = {(xi) E Q: CT ( ixi)2 s 1). (E is a topo- 
logical Hilbert cube by Keller’s theorem, since it can be regarded as a convex subset 
of Hilbert space 12.) It is easily shown that the subset B(E) = {(xi) E E: Cy (ix,)’ = 1 
for some n}, called the quasi-boundary, satisfies the conditions for a boundary set. 
B(E) is topologically different from B(Q), since it is countable-dimensional and 
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therefore contains no Hilbert cube. Anderson [l] topologically characterized the 
boundary sets B(Q) c Q and B(E) c E as cap sets and f-d cap sets, respectively 
(see Section 4). 
Our main result (Theorem 3.6) characterizes boundary sets in general in terms 
of a dense imbedding condition and a local topological property which every 
boundary set must have. Within the framework of boundary sets we also formulate 
some tower conditions (Theorem 4.8) which have proved very useful for recognizing 
(f-d) cap sets, particularly in hyperspaces. 
2. The limit deformation property 
Since s is topologically complete, the condition (2) forces every boundary set to 
be o-compact. The a-compact subsets of Q satisfying condition (1) are precisely 
the aZ-sets, defined as follows: 
2.1. Definition. A compactum K c Q is a Z-set if, for each e > 0, there exists a map 
7: Q+ Q\K with d(v, id) <E. A uZ-set is a countable union of Z-sets. 
We will need the following elementary facts concerning complements of oZ-sets. 
2.2. Lemma. Let B c Q be a uZ-set. Then there exists a deformation h: Q X[O, l]+ Q 
withh(q,O)=qforallqandh(Q~(O,I])~Q\B. 
Proof. Let B, c B2c . . . be a tower of Z-sets, with Uy Bi = B. It is easy to construct 
a deformation h,: Q x[O, l]+ Q with h,(q, 0) = q and h,(Q X(0, 11)~ Q\B,. Adefor- 
mation hz with h,( Q x (0, 11) c Q\Bz may be obtained by modifying h,. If a sequence 
{h,, hz, . . .} of successive modifications is constructed with sufficient care, the 
required deformation h may be obtained as h = lim hi. 0 
2.3. Lemma. If B c Q is a oZ-set, then Q\ B is a topologically complete, separable 
metric AR. 
Proof. The existence of the above deformation shows that Q\B is e-dominated by 
Q for all E > 0, and is therefore an AR [ 131. The other properties are obvious. q 
The fundamental tool for recognizing topological Hilbert spaces is the characteriz- 
ation theorem of Torunczyk [20]: 
2.4. Theorem. Let X be a topologically complete, separable metric AR. Then X is 
homeomorphic to Hilbert space if (and only if) f or each open cover “u of X and each 
sequence of maps f;: Q + X, there exists a sequence of approximating maps g, : Q + X 
such that J; and g, are OU-close for each i and the collection {gz(Q): i 2 l} is locally 
finite in X. 
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Note that, given any metric d on X, the %-close requirement is equivalent to the 
requirement that, for each map u: X + (0, co), the mapsf; are approximated by maps 
gi such that d(f;(q), gi(q)) < u(f;(q)) for each q E Q. 
Actually, Torunczyk’s statement of the theorem requires that the collection 
{g,(Q): i Z= l} be discrete. However, the locally finite requirement suffices, since it 
implies that for any map g: Q + X, any compacturn K c X, and F > 0, there exists 
amaph:Q~Xwithd(g,h)<&andh(Q)nK=0.(Takef;=gforalli;thensome 
approximating map gi must have its image disjoint from K, since the collection of 
images is locally finite.) Thus, having obtained approximations g, such that the 
collection {g,(Q): i 3 l} is locally finite, we may inductively replace each gi with a 
map hi sufficiently close to g, and such that h,(Q) is disjoint from h,(Q) u . . * u 
h,-,(Q). Then the collection {!I,( Q): i 3 l} is discrete. 
For a sequence {F,,} of compacta in Q, recall that lim sup F,, = {q E Q: every 
neighborhood of q meets infinitely many F,}. 
2.5. Definition. A subset X c Q has the limit deformation property if there exists a 
sequence of deformations h,: Q x[O, l]+ Q such that: 
(i) d(h,(q, t), q)S t for every n, q and t; 
(ii) limsuph,(Qx[t,l])cX for everi t>O. 
Clearly, this property is independent of the metric d on Q. The following charac- 
terization shows that every aZ-set in Q which contains a boundary set is itself a 
boundary set. 
2.6. Theorem. A uZ-set in Q is a boundary set if and only if it has the limit deformation 
property. 
Proof. Let B c Q be a aZ-set with the limit deformation property. We verify that 
Q\B has the locally finite approximation property of Theorem 2.4, and is therefore 
homeomorphic to s. Thus, let a sequence of maps f;: Q + Q\ B and a map u: Q\ B + 
(0, co) be given. We construct maps g,: Q+ Q\B such that d(J;(q), g,(q)) < u(J(q)) 
for all i and q, and {g,(Q): i 2 l} . IS ocally finite in Q\B. First, define maps $: Q + Q 1 
by the formulax(q) = h,(J;(q),$u(f;(q))). Then for each i let ni:j(Q)+ Q\B be a 
map with d( v,, id) < min{inf $u(f;(Q)), l/i}. Finally, define gi: Q- Q\B by gi = nix. 
Clearly, each map gi is a u-approximation to f;. Suppose there exists a cluster 
point p E Q\ B for the sequence {g,(Q)}. Then p must also be a cluster point (in Q) 
for the sequence {x(Q)}. Let {$(qj)} b e a sequence converging to p. Since p g B, 
the condition (ii) of Definition 2.5 implies that U(~(qj))~ 0. But then lim&(q,) = 
limx(qj)=p, hence U(J;(Sj)) -+ u(p) > 0, a contradiction. Thus {g,(Q)} is locally 
finite in Q\B. 
Conversely, suppose B is a boundary set, and let g: Q\B + s be a homeomorphism. 
Let h: Q x[O, l]+ Q be a deformation with h( Q x (0, 11) c Q\B and such that 
d(h(q, t), q) sit for every q and t. Let rr,: s + (-l/i, l/i) be the ith projection. There 
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exists a sequence of deformations 0,: s x[O, l]+ s such that: 
(1) &(-%0)=x; 
(2) 7r,(e,(x, f))=n,(x) for isl/t-1; 
(3) rr;(e,(x, t)) = n/(n+l)i for is l/t. 
We define the required deformations h,: Q x[O, l]+ Q by the formula 
k(q, t) = 1 g-‘&(g(h(q, t)), a(t)) if t>O, 4 if t = 0, 
where LY: [0, l] + [0, l] is a strictly monotone map with n(O) = 0, chosen so that 
d( h, (q, t), h (q, t)) c $ t for every n, q and t. (Simply use the compactness of the image 
gh(Qx[t,l]) foreach f>O.)Then d(h,(q,t),q)St forevery n, q and t. 
Toverifythecondition(ii),considert>O.Since ~i(e,(~~[(y(l),l]))=n/(n+l)i 
for i 2 l/cy (t), and since LY maps the interval [t, l] into [a(t), 11, it is clear that the 
sequence {h, (Q x [ t, 11)) has no cluster points in Q\B, thus lim sup h, (Q x [ t, 11) = 
B. 0 
There are equivalent formulations of the limit deformation property which will 
be useful in Section 3. 
2.7. Definitions. A subset X c Q has the limit absorption property if, for every F > 0 
and every sequence {K,} of compacta in Q such that lim sup K, c X, there exists 
a sequence of maps T,: Q + Q such that: 
(i) d(~,,, id) < F; 
(ii) r,I K, = id; 
(iii) lim sup T,(Q) c X. 
X c Q has the limit approximation property if, for every F > 0, every non-negative 
integer k, and every sequence of maps fn: Ik x [0, l] + Q such that lim supfn( Zk x 
(0)) = X, there exists a sequence of maps g,: Ik x[O, l]+ Q such that: 
(9 d(f,,gn)<e; 
(ii) fn~IkX{O}=gn~Zkx{O}; 
(iii) lim sup g,(Zk X[O, 11) c X. 
2.8. Theorem. For X c Q, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X has the limit deformation property ; 
(2) X has the limit absorption property; 
(3) X has the limit approximation property. 
Proof. We show that (1) 3 (2) + (3) =+ (1). 
Suppose X has the limit deformation property, and let {h,} be a sequence of 
deformations of Q satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.5. We assume 
diam Q < 1. Let 0 < F < 1, and let {K,} be a sequence of compacta in Q with 
lim sup K, c X. For each n define a map T,,: Q+ Q by the formula T,,(q) = 
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h,(q,d(q, K,). E).Thend(7,,id)<E,~,lE;,=id,andlimsup7,(Q)CX.Thus(l)~ 
(2). 
Clearly, (2) * (3). 
Finally, suppose X has the limit approximation property. On Q = fl: [-l/i, l/i] 
use the metric d((xi), (y,))=max{lx,-y,l}. For each k~ 1 let Ik = 
~~~-I/i,i/i]X(O,...)~Q,andletpk:Q~~kbetheprojection.~etf:Q~[O,I]~Q 
be the deformation of Q such that for each k, f(q, l/k) =pk(g) and _/IQ x 
[l/(k+ l), l/k] is the linear homotopy in Zk+’ between pk+l and pk. Thus fl Q x 
[l/(k+l), l/k]=f,(p,+,xid), where fk:Ik+‘X[l/(k+l), l/k]+lk” is the linear 
homotopy between id and pk. Note that d(f(q, t), q) < t for every q and every t > 0. 
Consider the sequence of maps f,,n: I* x[$, l]+ I’, where each f,,H =f,. Pick x E X. 
By extending each f,,n over I’ x[& 21 such that each f,,n( I’ x (2)) = x, and then using 
the limit approximation property, we may obtain a sequence of maps h,,,, : 1’ x [f, l] + 
Q such that d(h,,,( p*(q), t), q) < t for every q E Q and t E [$, 11, and lim sup h,,,(1* x 
k 11) = x. 
Next, consider the sequence of mapsf& : I’ ~[f, i]- I’, where eachf,,, = f2. These 
maps may be modified to produce maps gz,n: I’ x[f, $]+ Q such that 
d(g2,n(p3(q), t), 4) < t for every q E Q and t E [f, $1, and such that g2.,,(p3(q), i  = 
h,,,(p,(q), :) for every q. Thus lim sup g2,n( I’ x{;}) = X, and the maps g,,, may be 
approximated by maps h2,,: I’ x[& $I-+ Q such that d(h,,,( p7(q), t), q) < t for every 
q E Q and t E k iI, g,,, 1 I’ x ii)= h2,, I3 x ($1, and lim sup h2,n (I’ x [& f]) c X. Con- 
tinuing in this fashion, we define the required sequence of deformations h,: Q x 
[0, l]+ Q by the formula 
k?(q, t) = 
hk,n(pk+,(q), t) if ll(k+l)~ ts l/k, 
4 if t = 0. 
Thus (3)*(l). 0 
3. The proximate LC” property 
For compacta K c i = Q, we say that K is proximately n-connected over l? if, 
for every neighborhood N( J?) of i in Q, there exists a neighborhood N(K) of K 
in Q such that every map of the n-sphere S” + N(K) extends to a map of the 
(n + 1)-ball B”+ ’ + N(i). It is easily verified that this is a topological property of 
the pair (K, K), independent of the imbedding of i in Q (or in any ANR). 
3.1. Definition. A metric space X is proximately locally n-connected if, for every 
open cover “u of X, there exists an open cover Y such that, for every compactum 
K in an element of V, there exists a compactum k in an element of % such that 
K is proximately n-connected over i. We say that X is proximately LC” if it is 
proximately locally i-connected for 0 s is n, and X is proximately LC” if it is 
proximately locally i-connected for all i 2 0. 
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Our main objective in this section is the resolution of the limit deformation 
property into a purely topological component-the proximate EC” property-and 
a dense-imbedding component, defined as follows: 
3.2. Definition. A subset Xc Q is target-dense if for each E > 0 there exists a 
compactum T = X such that, for every neighborhood N(T) of T in Q, there exists 
a map 7: Q + N(T) with d(7, id) < E. 
We will show that X c Q has the limit deformation property if and only if X is 
target-dense and proximately LC”. 
3.3. Lemma. Let X c Q he proximately LC”, and let a compactum F c X and F > 0 
be given. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for every compactum K c X n N8( F) there 
exists a compactum I? c X n N,(F) such that, for every neighborhood N(i) of I? in 
Q, there exists a neighborhood N(K) of K in Q such that every partial S-realization 
in N(K) of an (n + l)-dimensional polytope extends to a full e-realization in N( I?). 
Proof. By induction on n, it will suffice to consider the case of a partial realization 
f: S+ N(K), where S is a subpolytope of an (n + 1)-dimensional polytope P such 
that S contains the n-skeleton PC”‘. 
Choose r] > 0 such that for each x E F and each compactum A c X n N,(x) there 
exists a compactum A c X n NF,4(x) with A proximately n-connected over A”. Take 
S=&. 
Consider any compactum K c X A N8( F). Choose a S-net {x,, . , xk} in K, and 
set K, = N,,(x,)n K, i= 1,. . . , k. Then for each i, Ki c N,(x) for some x E F, and 
there exists a compactum ki c X n NF14(x) with K, proximately n-connected over 
&Take i=u:l?,. 
Consider a neighborhood N(I?) in Q. For each i = 1,. . . , k, let N(K,) = 
NE,4(I?,) n N(k). There exists a neighborhood N(K,) in Q such that each map of 
an n-sphere into N( Ki) is homotopic to a constant map in N( k,). Choose 0 < p < 48 
such that N,(K;)c N(K,) for each i. Then take N(K) = N,(K). 
Let f: S + N(K) be a partial &realization of an (n + 1)-dimensional polytope P, 
with PC”) c S (f is a S-realisation if diam f(p n S) < 8 for each simplex (T of P). 
Consider an (n+ l)-simplex c for which un S = bd (T. We claim that f(bd c) c 
N( Ki) for some i. For some y0 E bd U, choose x0 E K such that d ( x0, f (yo)) < p. We 
have d(x,, x,) < S for some i. Now consider any y E bd (T. There exists x E K 
such that d(x,f(y))<pu, and d(f(y,),f(y)) < 6. Thus d(x,, x) s 
d(x,x”)+d(x”,f(yo))+d(f(yo),f(y))+d(f(y),x)<’+~+‘++<3’, and xE 
N,,(Xi)nK=K,. SO f(y)E N,(Ki)c N(Ki). 
Since f(bd a)~ N(K,), f Ibd u extends to a map f of u into N( &) c N(i), and 
since N(ki) c Nc,+,(kl) and diam I?, <in, diam f(a) < E. Repeating this for each 
(n + 1)-simplex of P, we obtain a full &-realization f: P+ N(K). 0 
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3.4. Theorem. Every target-dense, proximately LC” subset of Q has the limit approxi- 
mation property. 
Proof. Let X be such a subset. For some k 2 0, let {fn} be a sequence of maps from 
Zk x[O, l] into Q such that lim supfn( Zk x {0}) c X, and let F > 0. We will construct 
asequenceofmapsg,:Zh~[O,1]~Qsuchthatd(f,,g,)<~,,f,~Zkx{O}=g,/Z~x{O}, 
and lim sup g,,( I’ x[O, 11) c X. 
With F=lim supf,(Zk x(0}), let 0<6 = ~(F,$F, k) be given by Lemma 3.3. 
Choose a compactum Tc X such that there exists a sequence of maps 7,: Q + Q 
with d( T,,, id) <iS and lim sup rn( Q) c T. For each n, choose t, > 0 such that 
d(f,(y, O),f;,(y, t,)) <$8 for all y E Zh and such that there exists a triangulation P,, 
of IA x[O, t,], with the vertex set contained in IA x {0, t,}, for which frill P,,: P,, + Q 
is a&realization. Let 5, = Zk x(0, t,}. Then &: S, -+ Q, defined by d,,(y, 0) =f,(y, 0) 
and &(Y, t,) = r,(f,(~‘, r,)), is a partial s-realization of P,,. Consider K = 
lim sup b,,(S,). K is a compactum in Xn N,(F), and there exists a compactum 
Z? c X n N,,,(F) such that the pair (k?, K) has the property stipulated in Lemma 
3.3. Then the sequence {&} of partial &realizations may be extended to a sequence 
{4jn} of full +E-realizations of P, such that lim sup @,(P,,)c K. 
We now define the maps g,: I“ x[O, l]+ Q as follows: g,, I” x[O, t,] = @, and 
gn~Zhx[t,,1]=~,,f;,/Zkx[t,,1].Thenf,~Zhx{O}=g,,/Z~x{O},andd(f,,g,)<~,since 
each principal simplex (r of P,, has a vertex in I” x {0}, diam,f,( r) < :I? <f& and 
diam g,(a) < $F. Since lim sup g,,( I’ x[O, 11) c T u l? c X, the proof is com- 
plete. 0 
Clearly, every subset Xc Q with the limit absorption property is target-dense. 
We now show that X must be proximately LC’, thus completing the argument that 
the limit properties of Theorem 2.8 are equivalent to the proximate LC” property 
together with the target-dense property. In fact, such a subset X must satisfy an 
even stronger condition. For compacta K c l? c Q, we say that K is proximately 
contractible over l? if K is contractible in every neighborhood N(K) of K in Q. 
Again, this is a topological property of the pair (Z?, K). Since such a contraction 
can always be extended to a contraction of some neighborhood N(K) of K in Q, 
K is proximately n-connected over K, for all n. 
3.5. Lemma. Suppose that X c Q has the limit deformation property. Then for every 
compactum K c X which is contractible in an open set U c Q, there exists a compactum 
f7 c X n LJ such that K is proximately contractible over I?. 
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a sequence of deformations h,,: Q x [0, l] + Q such 
that d( h,(q, t), q) s t for all n, q and t, and lim sup h,( Q x[t, 11) c X for every t > 0. 
Letf: K x[O, l] + U be a contraction, withfl K x {0} = id andf( K X { 1)) = pt. Choose 
0 < F < 1 such that N, (f( K x[O, 11)) c U. Define a sequence of contractions Al: K x 
[0, 11-Q by the formula ,f;,(k, t)=h,(,f(k, t), tr). Take K =limsup,f,(K x[O, 11). 
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It is easily seen that g = X n #,(f(K x[O, 11)) c X n U, and K is proximately 
contractible over I? 0 
3.6. Theorem. A uZ-set in Q is a boundary set if and only if it is target-dense and 
proximately LC”. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.6, 2.8 and 3.4, and Lemma 3.5. 0 
3.7. Corollary. Let B = Q be a boundary set and F c Q a Z-set. Then B\F is a 
boundary set. 
Proof. Clearly, B\F is a aZ-set in Q. Since F is a Z-set, there exists for each F > 0 
a map n : Q + Q\ F with d (77, id) < ie ; let 6 = dist( n (Q), F). Since B is target-dense, 
there exists a sequence of maps T,,: Q+ Q with d(T,, id)<min{~6,~&} and 
lim sup T,,(Q) c B. Then d (T,,r], id) < E, and lim sup r,,n( Q) c B\ F. Thus B\ F is 
target-dense in Q. And, since B is proximately LC”, so is its open subset B\F. It 
follows that B\F is a boundary set. c7 
The above corollary is also a consequence of one of the main results in [21]. 
3.8. Corollary. Let B be a boundary set in Q = n: Ii, and consider any basic subcube 
Q*=KI;Jixn:+, Ii c Q, where each Ji is a nondegenerate closed subinterval of Ifi 
Then B n Q* is a boundary set in Q*. 
Proof. First, we note that B n Q* is a aZ-set in Q* (use the existence of arbitrarily 
small maps of Q* into int Q”, the topological interior of Q* with respect to Q). 
Similarly, B n int Q* is target-dense in Q *. And since the proximate LC” property 
is inherited by open subsets, B n int Q* is proximately LC”. Thus B n int Q* has 
the limit deformation property in Q”, as does B n Q*, and in fact both sets are 
boundary sets in Q*. q 
There is a converse for Corollary 3.8. Let B c Q be a aZ-set, let {Qi: i = 1, _ . . , n} 
be a collection of topological subcubes in Q such that {int Qi} covers Q, and suppose 
that B n Qi is a boundary set in Qi, for each i. Then Q\ B is a contractible I,-manifold, 
hence Q\B is homeomorphic to I*, and B is a boundary set in Q. 
In view of the property of boundary sets given by Lemma 3.5, we make the 
following definitions. A space X is proximately contractible if for every compactum 
Kc X there exists a compactum i c X such that K is proximately contractible 
over i. (This property is equivalent to Borsuk’s notion of trivial W-shape [5].) A 
space X is proximately locally contractible if, for every open cover % of X, there 
exists an open cover V such that for every compactum K in an element of V there 
exists a compacturn i in an element of “11 such that K is proximately contractible 
over k. By Lemma 3.5, every boundary set is both proximately contractible and 
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proximately locally contractible (in fact, there exists an open base of proximately 
contractible subsets). Clearly, every (locally) contractible space is proximately 
(locally) contractible. Since there exist boundary sets containing no arcs (see Section 
5), the converses are false. However, it is easy to see that every proximately 
contractible space is continuuti-connected (every compacturn lies in a continuum), 
and every proximately locally contractible space is locally continuum-connected 
(equivalently, proximately locally O-connected). 
Finally, we verify that the proximate LC” property is indeed a generalization of 
LT. 
3.9. Theorem. Every LC” metric space is proximately LC”. 
Proof. Let (X, p) be an LC” metric space. We show that X is proximately locally 
n-connected, i.e., given x E X and E > 0, we find 6 > 0 such that each compacturn 
K c N,(x) is contained in a compacturn I? c N,(x) such that K is proximately 
n-connected over I?. 
Choose 6 > 0 such that every partial realization in NZs(x) of an (n + 
l)-dimensional polytope extends to a full realization in NE(x). Consider a compac- 
turn K = N8 (x). Set 6,, = 6, and inductively construct a sequence 6,, &, . . . of positive 
numbers such that for each i, 36, < S,_, and the following condition is satisfied: 
every partial 36,-realization in X of an (n + 1)-dimensional CW-complex which 
maps all O-cells into K extends to a full &,-realization in X. 
Choose a sequence F,, F,, . . . of finite subsets of K such that F, is a &+,-net for 
K. For each i, let P, be the abstract simplicial polytope with dimension in whose 
vertex set is in l-l correspondence with F, and whose simplices correspond to those 
subsets S of Fi with card S G n + 1 and diam S < 36,+,. The for each i there exists 
a full &-realization gi: P, + X extending the partial 3&+,-realization obtained by 
sending each vertex to the corresponding element of F+ Thus g,(P,)c Nsz(K) c 
Nsfi(x). 
For each i, let ai: Fi+l+ F, be a function such that p(“i, id) d 6,+r. It is easily seen 
that cy, induces a simplicial map rri: P,,, + Pti Let PO = point and 7r0: P, + PO the 
constant map. Thus we have an inverse sequence 
of simplicial polytopes and simplicial maps. 
Let M, = M(m,) be the mapping cylinder of v,: Pi+, + P,. Then each M, is a 
CW-complex with dimension an + 1. We identify P, and PitI with the corresponding 
ends of M,. Let M,= M,,u M,u.. . be the infinite mapping cylinder. 
We now construct a map g: M,+ N,(x) such that gl Pi = gi for each i 2 0, and 
g( M,) c Ns,_,( K) for each i 2 1. The disjoint union P, u Pi+, is a subcomplex of M, 
containing all the O-cells (the vertices of P, and Pi+,). For each 1 s k s n + 1, the 
collection of k-cells of M, consists of the k-simplices of Pi and P,,,, together with 
the restricted mapping cylinders M( ~,\a), where u is a (k- 1)-simplex of Pi+,. 
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Note that M(~ila)n(P;uP,+,)=au~i((T), and diam(g,+i(a)ug,(~,(a)))~ 
diamg,+,(a)+d(a,,id)+diamgi(~i(~))<~,+1+~,+,+ti<3S,. Thus for each isl, 
the map g, u g,+, : P, u R+, + X defines a partial 36,-realization of M,, with all O-cells 
sent into K, and may therefore be extended to a full &,-realization of M,. For 
i = 0, define g, : P, + X by g,( P,) = x. Then g, u g, : PO u P, + X is a partial realization 
in N,,(x) of MO, and therefore extends to a full realization in N,(x). The desired 
map g: M, + N,(x) is obtained by putting together the above realizations of M,, i 2 0. 
Take i = Ku g(M,). Since 6,_, +O as i+co, the condition g( Mi) c N,,_I(K) 
implies that i is compact. We verify that K is proximately n-connected over k. 
Considering l? to be a subset of Q, we then have two metrics on k: the original 
metric p inherited from X, and a metric d inherited from Q. Let a neighborhood 
N,(K) c Q be given. Choose i large enough so that for all y, z E B with p(y, z) < 6,, 
we have d(y, z) < $77. Then choose 0 < p <in such that for all y, z E i with d(y, z) < 
3~~ we have P(Y, z) < 4+,. 
We claim that every map f: S” + N,(K) c Q extends to a map f: B”+’ + N,,(i). 
Choose a triangulation of S” such that diamf(a) <F for each simplex a: To each 
vertex z, of S”, assign points k(v) E K and q5( u) E Fi (for i chosen as above) such 
that d(f(v), k(v)) < p and p(k(v), 4(v)) < 6,+,. It is easily verified that the vertex 
function 4 induces a simplicial map 4: S” + PC Consider the composition g,+: S” + 
I?, and consider y E S”. Let v be a simplex of S” containing y, and let u be a 
vertex of (T. Since g,(4(u)) = 4(u), we have AMY), s,(d4y)))~ 
dcf(Y),f(~))+d(f(~L k(~))+d(k(~), dd~))S-dkz(4(~)), &%(4(Y))). Since 
p( k( u), 4(v)) < S,,, < 6,, we have d( k( u), 4(v)) <iv. And since gi is a &-realization 
of R in X, we have p(gJ+(v)), g,(Hy))) < &, hence d(g,(4(u)), g,(+(y))) 6. 
Thus d(f(y), g,(4(y)))Gp+++&+$r] (27. Since d(f(y), K)<p <iv, it follows 
that the linear homotopy in Q between the maps f and g,4 takes place in N,(K). 
Since the infinite mapping cylinder M, is contractible (collapse everything to the 
point PO), and since g/ P, = g,, the map gi+ is null-homotopic in g(M,). Thus f is 
null-homotopic in N,,(K) u g( M,) c N,(i), and the proof is complete. 0 
4. Deformation boundary sets 
We now consider boundary sets satisfying the stronger mapping versions of the 
limit properties in Theorem 2.8. 
4.1. Definitions. A subset Xc Q has the deformation property if there exists a 
deformation h:Qx[O,l]+Q with h(Qx{O}=idand h(Qx(O,l])cX. 
X c Q has the mapping absorption property if, for every F > 0 and every compactum 
K c X, there exists a map T: Q + X with d( r, id) < F and T/ K = id. 
X c Q has the mapping approximation property if, for every F > 0, every non- 
negative integer k, and every map f: I” x[O, l]+ Q such that f(1” X(0)) c X, there 
exists a map g: Ik x[O, l]+ X with d(f, g) < F and f( Zk X(0) = g( Zk X{O}. 
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The proof of the following theorem is merely a simplification of the proof of the 
corresponding Theorem 2.8 for limit properties, and is therefore omitted. 
4.2. Theorem. For X c Q, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X has the deformation property ; 
(2) X has the mapping absorption property ; 
(3) X has the mapping approximation property. 
Since the deformation property implies the limit deformation property (simply 
re-parametrize the deformation h, if necessary, and take h, = h for each n), a aZ-set 
with the deformation property is a boundary set, called a deformation boundary set. 
The sets B(Q) and B(E) described in Section 1 are examples, as is any aZ-set 
containing an f-d cap set. Deformation boundary sets are map-dense (for every F > 0 
there exists a map 7: Q + B with d (7, id) < E), but not every map-dense boundary 
set is a deformation boundary set (see Section 5). 
4.3. Theorem. Every deformation boundary set is an AR; conversely, every LC” 
boundary set is a deformation boundary set. 
Proof. Any subset of Q with the deformation property is E-dominated by Q for 
every F > 0, and is therefore an AR [13]. For the converse, it is routine to show that 
every LC” subset of Q with the limit approximation property has the mapping 
approximation property. Thus every LC” boundary set has the deformation 
property. 0 
4.4. Corollary. A uZ-set B c Q is a deformation boundary set if and only if B is 
target-dense and LC”. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 3.6. 3.9 and 4.3. q 
The analogues for deformation boundary sets of Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8 also hold. 
In particular, every deformation boundary set is a local AR, i.e., there exists an 
open base of contractible sets. 
A subset B c Q has the (finite-dimensional) compactabsorptionproperty (Anderson 
[l]) if B can be expressed as the union IJT B, of a tower of (finite-dimensional) 
Z-sets such that for every (finite-dimensional) compactum K c Q, every i, and every 
e > 0, there exists for somej an imbedding e: K + B, with d( e, id) < E and el K n Bi = 
id. This notion is clearly topological. Such subsets of Q are referred to as (f-d) cap 
sets. Anderson showed the following: 
(1) for (f-d) cap sets B and B’, there exists a self-homeomorphism of Q sending 
B onto B’; 
(2) B(Q) c Q is a cap set, and B(E)c E is an f-d cap set. 
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(For proofs, and more general results for Q-manifolds, see Chapman [6].) Such 
results were also obtained by Torunczyk [18], using methods of Bessaga and 
Pelczynski [3] (see also [4]). Torunczyk showed that cap sets are topologically 
maximal aZ-sets in Q, and analogously for f-d cap sets. 
Thus, (f-d) cap sets are deformation boundary sets. Every boundary set containing 
a cap set is itself a cap set, and every boundary set is contained in a cap set. The 
f-d cap sets occupy an analogous position in the class of countable-dimensional 
boundary sets. And, while every boundary set containing an f-d cap set is a 
deformation boundary set, the converse is not true (see Section 5). 
In the remainder of this section we consider tower versions of the mapping 
properties (Definition 4.1), in terms of which we formulate some conditions useful 
for recognizing (f-d) cap sets. 
4.5. Definitions. Let (I%) be a tower of compacta in Q. We say that (B,) has the 
deformation property if there exists a deformation h: Q X [0, l] + Q with h 1 Q x (0) = id 
and such that for each t > 0, h( Q X[ t, 11) c Bi for some i. 
A tower ( Bi) has the mapping absorption property if, for every E > 0 and every i, 
there exists for some j a map 7: Q +B, with d(T,id)<& and TIBi=id. 
A tower (B,) has the mapping approximation property if, for every e > 0, every 
non-negative integer k, and every map f: Ik x[O, l]+ Q such that f(I” x(0)) = Bi 
for some i, there exists for some j a map g: Ik x[O, l]+ B, with d(f; g) < F and 
f~IkX{O}=g~zkX{O}. 
4.6. Theorem. For X c Q, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X contains a tower with the mapping absorption property ; 
(2) X contains a tower with the mapping approximation property ; 
(3) X contains a tower with the deformation property; 
(4) X has the deformation property. 
Proof. Clearly, every tower with the mapping absorption property has the mapping 
approximation property, thus (1) + (2). We show that every tower with the mapping 
approximation property has the deformation property, thus (2) + (3). Trivially, 
(3) j (4). Finally, we shall show that (4) * (1). 
Let (Bi) be a tower of compacta with the mapping approximation property. For 
convenience of notation, we construct a deformation h : Q x [ 1, CO] + Q with h 1 Q x 
{a} = id and such that for each positive integer n, h( Q ~[l, 2n + 11) c B,,! for some 
i,. Foreach n,let I”=fly[-l/i,l/i]. Definef,:I’~{l}+Q byf,(x; 1)=(x,0,...), 
and approximate f0 by a map g,): I’ x {l} + B,, for some i,, such that d (fO, g,) < 1. 
Define. f,:I’x[l,3]+Q by the formulas fi(x,, x,; 2- r) = 
t.g,(x,;l)+(l-t).(x,,O ,...) and f,(x,,x,;2+t)=(x,,tx,,O ,... ), for Ostcl. 
Approximate f, by a map g, : I’x[l, 3]+ Bi,, for some i,, such that d(f,, g,) <$ and 
g,(x,, x2; 1) =fi(x,, x2; 1) = g,(x,; 1) for all (x,, x2). 
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Inductively, define fn: I”+’ x[2n-1,2n+l]+Q by the formulas 
fn(x,, ‘. . ,x,+1; 2n-t)=t.g,_,(x ,,..., x,;2n-l)+(l-t).(x ,,..., x,,O ,...) and 
fn(x,, . ‘. , XII+,; 2n + t) = (x,, &, OX,+,, 0,. . .), for 0 s t s 1. Approximate fn by a map 
g, : In+’ x[2n -1,2n+l]+ B,n, for some i,, such that d(fn, g,)<2-” and 
g,(x,, . . ., x,+1: 2n-l)=f,(x ,,..., x,+,;2n_l)=g,_,(x ,,..., x,;2n-1) for all 
(x,, ‘. . , X,+1 ). We define the desired deformation h: Q ~[l, CO]+ Q by the formulas 
h(x, 0 = g,(x,, . . , x,+1; t), for 2n-l~~~2n+l, and h(x,a)=x. 
We now show that (4) + (1). Let h: Q x[O, l]+ Q be a deformation with hi Q X 
{O}=idandh(Qx(O,l])~X.Wemayassumethatd(h(q,t),q)~tforallqandt. 
Let B, be any point in X. We inductively construct a tower (B,) of compacta in X 
by setting B, = {h(q, t): dist(q, B,_,) d if}. Then (B,) has the mapping absorption 
property. Given E > 0 and i, choose j > i such that dist(q, B,) < je for all q E Q, and 
define a map T: Q + B, by the formula T(q) = h( q, dist( q, B,)/j). Clearly, d( T, id) < F 
and 71 B, = id. 0 
4.7. Definition. A tower (B,) of compacta in Q is expansive (respectively, $nitel_v 
expansiue) if for each i there exists for some j > i an imbedding 4,: B, X Q + B, with 
+,( b, (0, . , .)) = b for all b (respectively, an imbedding 4,: Bi x[O, l] + B, with 
&( b, 0) = b for all b). 
4.8. Theorem. Suppose a uZ-set Bc Q contains an expansive (respectively, jinitely 
expansive) tower with the deformation property. Then B is a cap set (respectively, 
contains an f-d cap set). 
Proof. We consider the case of a finitely expansive tower. It suffices to show that 
for every finite-dimensional compactum K c Q, every compactum Lc K n B, and 
every F > 0, there exists an imbedding e: K + B with d(e, id) < F and el L = id. Then 
any tower of finite-dimensional Z-sets-in particular, any f-d cap set-may be 
pushed into B by a self-homeomorphism of Q; the standard argument uses the 
estimated homeomorphism extension theorem for Z-sets and the inductive conver- 
gence criterion for an infinite left product of homeomorphisms of Q (see [7]). 
Assume for convenience that diam Q < 1. Also assume E < 1, and set 6 = +E. Define 
a map A: K + [0, 6) by A(y) = 6. dist(y, L). By hypothesis, there exists a finitely 
expansive tower (B,) in B with the deformation property. Let h: Q x[O, l]+ Q be 
a deformation with hi Q x (0) = ‘d I and such that for each t>O, h(Qx[t, 11)~ Bi for 
some i, and assume that d( h(q, t), q) 4 t for all q and t. Define a map f: K + B by 
f(y)=h(y,h(y)). Then d(Jid)<6 and f(L=id. 
For each isl, let &={y~ K: l/(i+2)sdist(y, L)sl/i}. Thus K\L=U‘;o Ei. 
Suppose dim K = n. Then there exist maps n,: Ei + I’“+’ such that nL’(O, . . . , 0) = 
bd E, and n,lint Ei is l-l (boundary and interior with respect to K). Re-indexing 
thetower(B,),wemayassumeforeach ithatf(E,)ch(Qx[6/(i+2),l])cB,and 
that there exists an imbedding 4;: B, x I’“+‘-+ B,,, with 4,(b, (0,. . , 0)) = b and 
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diam 4,((b) x 12”+’ ) < 6/(i+2) for all b. Now consider the map 4i(fl E, x 77,) : E, + 
B,. Since qi(bd E,) = (0,. . . ,O), the above map may be extended by f to a map 
f, : K + B. Note that f,(EJ c B,. Next, the map &(f, /E, x r/*) : E,+ B, may be 
extended by f, to a map f2 : K + B, with f2( E3) = B,. Continuing in this fashion, we 
obtain a sequence of maps f;: K + B, for which the point-wise limit e = 1imJ; exists. 
We verify that e: K + B is the desired imbedding. Clearly, el L=fl L = id. For 
YE K\L, with l/(i+l)sdist(y, L)<l/i, we havef;(y)=f;+,(y)=. . .=e(y). Thus 
d(e(y),y)~d(J;(y),f;~,(y))+d(f;-,(~),f(~))+d(f(y),~) 
<6/(i+2)+G/(i+l)+S.dist(y,L). Since s=f& and dist(y, L)<l, we have 
d(e(y),y)<&, and since l/(i+l)sdist(y,L) and s<f, we have d(e(y),IJ)< 
dist(y, L). Thus e is a map with d(e, id) < E and e( K\L) n L = 0. We show that e 
is an imbedding by verifying that e is l-l over K\L. Consider distinct points 
y, Y’E K\L. Suppose first that dist(y, L) and dist(y’, L) lie in the same subinterval 
[l/(i+ l), l/i). Then e(y) =f;(y) = @i(J;_i(y), nl(y)), and likewise for e(y’); since 
r],(y) # q,(y’), e(y) f e(y’). On the other hand, if dist(y, L) E [l/(i+ l), l/i) and 
dist(y’, L) E [l/(j+ l), l/j), with i < j, then e(y) =f;(y) E B,,, c Bj, and e(y’) = 
~(JJ’) E +,(Bj X n,(Y)). Since v,(Y’) f (0,. . . , 01, eb’) @ 4, thus e(y) f e(Y). 0 
4.9. Corollary. Let (B,) be a tower of Z-sets in Q such that: 
(1) each Bi is homeomorphic to Q ; 
(2) each Bi is a Z-set in Bi+, ; 
(3) (Bi) has the deformation property. 
Then UT B, is a cap set. 
Proof. By the Z-set homeomorphism extension theorem, the pair (Bi+l, B,) is 
homeomorphic to the pair ( Bi x Q, Bi X (0, . . .)). Thus ( Bi) is an expansive tower. 0 
The above corollary is the correct reformulation of the cap set characterization 
theorem stated in [ 141, where instead of condition (3) it was required only that there 
exist arbitrarily small maps of Q into elements of the tower (Bi). In [2] a counter- 
example was constructed satisfying this weaker condition, but which fails to be 
locally continuum-connected and is therefore not a boundary set. 
4.10. Corollary. A subset Bc Q is a deformation boundary set if and only ifB x Q 
is a cap set in Q x Q. 
Proof. Suppose B is a deformation boundary set. Take any tower (Bi) in B with 
the deformation property and any expansive tower ( Qi) in Q with the deformation 
property. Then (B, x Qi) is an expansive tower in B x Q with the deformation 
property, and B x Q c Q x Q is a cap set. Conversely, if B x Q is a deformation 
boundary set, then so is B. 0 
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5. Counterexamples 
As noted in Section 3, boundary sets must be continuum-connected. However, 
they need not be path-connected, or even contain any arcs. 
5.1. Example (Van Mill [16]). There exists a boundary set containing no arcs. 
5.2. Example. There exists a map-dense boundary set which is not path-connected, 
and therefore not a deformation boundary set. 
Construction: For convenience we work in the Hilbert cube Q = n: I, where 
each I, = [0, l] and the metric is defined by d((x,), (y,)) = max{lx; -y,l/i}. For each 
i let C, be the copy of the sin(l/x)-continuum in the square Z, x I,+, given by 
C, = {(x5, x,,,): 2x, = 1+ sin n/2( 1 - x,+,), or x,,, = l}. Thus C, contains the point 
(1,O) and the segment Z, x(l). Consider the following tower of continua in Q: 
B, = C, x{O, .}; and in general, 
B, = I, x. . x I,-, x ci x (0, . . .} u B,-,. 
Then Z3 = UT Bi is a map-dense aZ-set in Q. B is not path-connected (for instance, 
there is no path between (l,O, . . .) and (1, l,O, . . .)). It is not difficult to see that 
there exists a sequence of deformations h,: Q x [0, l] + Q such that: 
(1) h,((x,), l/k) = (x,, . . , xk, l,O,. . .)E Bk for all n, k; 
(2) h,((x,), t) and (xi) agree in the first k coordinates, for all n and all t s l/k; 
(3) h,(Qx[Ilk, 11)~ Nlln(&) for all n, k. 
By conditions (2) and (3), B has the limit deformation property, and is therefore 
a boundary set. 
The next example shows that a deformation boundary set need not contain an 
f-d cap set. 
5.3. Example (Henderson and Walsh [12]). There exists a deformation boundary 
set containing no 2-cells. 
Finally, we show that the cap set I= {(xi) E Q: suplix,I < l} and the f-d cap set 
(T = {(xi) E Q: xi = 0 for almost all i} can be wildly imbedded in Q. 
5.4. Example. There exist dense oZ-set copies of (T and 2 in Q which are not 
boundary sets. 
Construction: Let T be any dense, a-compact, l-dimensional AR in the 2-cell D. 
Choose p E T, and consider the weak product W = {(vi) E fl: T: y, = p for almost 
all i}. W is a dense aZ-set in the Hilbert cube ny D. It is shown in [9] that W is 
homeomorphic to u. If W were a boundary set, it would have to be a deformation 
boundary set since it is an AR. Thus W would be map-dense in n: D, and T would 
be map-dense in D, impossible since dim T = 1. 
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Since u X Q-1, the product W x QC n: D x Q provides the corresponding 
example involving 2. 
Some hyperspace examples of wild imbeddings of (T and 2 are given in [l 11. 
We note that every copy in Q of v (respectively, 2) which is a boundary set 
must be an f-d cap set (respectively, cap set). This follows easily from Theorem 4.8, 
since such sets must be deformation boundary sets and since for each compactum 
K in (T (respectively, 2) there exists an imbedding 4: K x[O, l]+ (T with ~$1 K X(O) = 
id (respectively, an imbedding 4: K x Q + 2 with 4) K x (0,. . .) = id). 
Using the example in [2] of a map-dense aZ-set F,c Q which fails to be locally 
continuum-connected, Bowers [22] produces a hierarchy of examples of fake boun- 
dary sets. 
5.5. Example ([22]). For each n 2 1 there exists a map-dense aZ-set F,, c Q which 
is LC”-’ but not proximately LC”, and therefore not a boundary set. 
6. Target-dense imbeddings 
By Theorem 3.6, the problem of determining the possible topological types for 
boundary sets reduces to the following imbedding problem. 
6.1. Problem. Which a-compact, proximately LC” metric spaces can be imbedded 
as target-dense aZ-sets in Q? 
The notions of target-dense and map-dense subsets may be extended to any metric 
space M. We say that Xc M is target-dense (respectively, map-dense) if, for every 
compactum W c M and every E > 0, there exists a compactum T c X such that for 
every neighborhood N(T) of Tin M, there exists a map r: W-t N(T) with d(T, id) < 
E (respectively, there exists a map 7: W+ X with d( 7, id) < &). E,quivalently, there 
exists a sequence of maps 7,: W+ M with d(Ti, id) < E for each i and lim r,( W) = K, 
for some compactum K c X. 
Because every crZ-set in Q is disjoint from some cap set, a cr-compact space 
admits a dense, target-dense, or map-dense imbedding as a uZ-set in Q if and only 
if it admits a dense, target-dense, or map-dense imbedding, respectively, in Hilbert 
space Z2. Hence it suffices to consider the problem of such imbeddings in Z2. It was 
shown in [lo] that nowhere local compactness is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a a-compact metric space to be densely imbedded in I,. For the existence of 
target-dense imbeddings, further conditions are necessary. These include a local 
non-separating property for subcompacta, connectedness, local connectedness, and 
local infinite-dimensionality. 
6.2. Definitions. A subset Kc X is locally non-separating in X if for every non- 
empty, connected open subset U c X, U\ K is non-empty and connected. 
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A space X is nearly continuum-connected if for every finite collection { U,, . . , U,,} 
of non-empty, open subsets there exists a continuum K c X which meets each Ui. 
6.3. Proposition. Every target-dense subset X c I, has the following properties: 
(i) every compacturn in X is locally non-separating ; 
(ii) X is connected and locally connected ; 
(iii) every connected open subset of X is nearly continuum-connected ; 
(iv) every non-empty open subset of X is injinite-dimensional. 
Proof. For every continuum W c l2 and every E > 0, there exists a sequence of maps 
T,: W + I2 with d (T,, id) < F for each i and lim r,( W) = K, for some continuum K c X. 
Thus the hyperspace of continua in X is dense in the hyperspace of continua in lx. 
This is a strictly weaker property than the target-dense hypothesis for X, but it is 
sufficient for the properties (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Let U be any connected open subset of 12. We claim that X n U is nearly 
continuum-connected. Consider a finite collection {Vi} of non-empty open subsets 
of X n U. For each i we have V, = X n U,, for some open U, = U. Let WC U be a 
continuum such that W n U, # 0 for each i. Then W can be approximated by a 
continuum K c X such that K c U and each K n U, # 0. Thus K c X n U and 
each K n Vi # 0. 
Connectedness and local connectedness for X follow immediately from the above 
property. For every connected open subset V c X, we have V = X n U for some 
open subset U c 12, and since V is dense in U, U is also connected. Then by the 
above property, V is nearly continuum-connected. And for any compacturn K c X, 
V\K = X n ( U\K), and since U\K is a non-empty, connected open subset of I,, 
V\K is non-empty and connected. Thus K is locally non-separating in X. 
Finally, we show that X is infinite-dimensional. This gives the property (iv), since 
X n U is target-dense in each open U c 1,. Suppose dim X = k, and let W be an 
infinite-dimensional compacturn in 12. Then for every e > 0 there exists a compacturn 
Tc X such that for every neighborhood N(T) in 12, there exists a map T: W+ N(T) 
with d(T, id) < $e. Since dim TG k, there exists an open cover “u of some neighbor- 
hood N(T) in 1, with mesh Ou <$E and ord 021 G k. Then for a map T: W + N ( T) as 
above, ?f = T-'( 021) is an open cover of W, with mesh ‘V < e and ord 2/^< k, contradict- 
ing the infinite-dimensionality of W. 17 
Generalizing from the definition of Z-sets in Q, we say that a closed subset F of 
a metric space M is a Z-set if, for every compacturn W c M and every e > 0, there 
exists a map 7: W + M\F with d( q, id) < F. If X c 1, is map-dense, it is easily 
verified that the property (i) of Proposition 6.3 may be replaced by the following 
compact-Z-set property: 
(i*) every compacturn in X is a Z-set. 
(Property (i) is implied by (i*) and (iii).) In particular, every deformation boundary 
set has the compact-Z-set property. By Corollary 4.10, every deformation boundary 
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set also has the property that its product with Q is homeomorphic to the cap set 
1. In fact, these properties are equivalent. 
6.4. Proposition. Let X be a u-compact metric AR. Then X x Q = 2 if and only if X 
has the compact-Z-set property. 
Proof. Suppose X x Q = 2, and consider a compacturn K c X. Then the compacturn 
K X Q is a Z-set in X X Q, and for every compacturn W c X and every E > 0 there 
exists a map n: W x Q+ (X x Q)\( K x Q) with d( 7, id) < F. Hence there exists a 
map n’: W+ X\K with d(q’, id) < e, and K is a Z-set in X. 
Conversely, suppose X has the compact-Z-set property. To show that X x Q = E 
we use Mogilski’s topological characterization of 1 as a a-compact metric AR 
which is strongly universal for compacta, i.e., every map of a compacturn into 2 
which restricts to an imbedding on some subcompacturn can be approximated by 
an imbedding into C extending the restricted imbedding [17]. Clearly, a space M 
has this universal property if for every compacturn K c M there exists an imbedding 
4: K x Q+ M with 4(y, (0,. . .)) = y for all y (we say that M is expansive for 
compacta ). 
For verifying that X x Q is expansive for compacta, it suffices to consider a 
compacturn of the form K x Q c X x Q. Let r K and rro denote the projections of 
K x Q onto K and Q, respectively, and let 8 = (0,. . .) E Q. We construct maps 
f:K xQxQ+X and g:K xQxQ+Q such that: 
(1) f]K xQx{Oj=~,; 
(2) giK~QWl='rr~; 
(3) f(K x Qx(Q\{Ol))nK =0; 
(4) glK xQx(Q\{~>) is 1-l. 
Then 4 =f x g defines the required imbedding of K x Q x Q into X x Q. 
Using the fact that K is a Z-set in the AR-space X, it is routine to construct a 
homotopyh:Kx[O,1]~Xsuchthath(y,O)=yforallyandh(Kx(O,l])nK=0. 
Let cy: Q-[0, I] be a map such that a-‘(O) = {e}. Then the formula f(y, q,, q2) = 
h(y, a(q2)) defines a mapf: K xQxQ+X satisfying (1) and (3). 
It is easily seen that there exists a homotopy H: Q x Q x[O, l] + Q such that 
H(q,,q?,O)=q, for all q,,q2 and HIQxQx(O,l] is l-l. Let e:K xQxQ+Q be 
an imbedding, and as above let cy: Q+ [0, l] be a map with a-‘(O) = {e}. Then the 
formula g(y, ql, q2) = H(qr, e(v, ql, q2), a(&) defines a map g: K x Q x Q+ Q 
satisfying (2) and (4). 0 
The following proposition shows that the compact-Z-set property for a separable 
metric AR implies infinite-dimensionality. 
6.5. Proposition. Let X be a separable metric space such that the complement X\ K 
of every compactum K is non-empty and homotopically trivial. Then X is infinite- 
dimensional. 
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Proof. We show that every finite polytope P admits a realization f: P + X such that 
each pair of disjoint simplices cr and u’ of P have disjoint images f(a) and f(a’). 
Let J;,: PC”’ +X be any l-l function on the O-skeleton. Clearly, the hypothesis on 
X permits an extension f, of fO to the l-skeleton P(l) such that disjoint simplices 
have disjoint images. A finite iteration of this procedure produces the desired map 
f: P+ X. It follows that there exist &-maps of n-cells into X, for arbitrary n and 
E > 0, and therefore X is infinite-dimensional. 0 
The above result implies that every separable metric local AR with the compact-Z- 
set property is locally infinite-dimensional. In view of this and Proposition 6.4, it 
seems reasonable to ask whether every c-compact metric AR and local AR with 
the compact-Z-set property admits a map-dense imbedding into I,. An affirmative 
answer would solve the topological type problem for deformation boundary sets. 
Finally, we raise a question concerning the topological uniqueness of target-dense 
imbeddings: 
6.6. Question. If B, and B, are homeomorphic boundary sets in Q, is there a 
homeomorphism of the pairs (Q, B,) and (Q, &)? 
By the remark following Example 5.4, the answer is yes if the Bi are copies of 
the cap set J5 or the f-d cap set (T. 
7. Boundary sets in hyperspaces 
In this section X denotes a nondegenerate Peano continuum. The hyperspace 2x 
consists of all non-empty compact subsets of X and is topologized by the Hausdorff 
metric. Every such hyperspace is homeomorphic to Q [8]. We say that a subspace 
%Yc 2x has the growth property if % 3 {K E 2x: for some H E ST, K 1 H and each 
component of K meets H}. 
7.1. Theorem ([23]). Let 2’~ 2x be a dense uZ-set with the growth property. Then 2C 
is a deformation boundary set in 2x. 
This theorem, and the notion of deformation boundary sets, were motivated by 
the following results in Mark Michael’s dissertation (see [15]): 
(1) if X contains no free arcs, then every % as above is a cap set; 
(2) if X is a finite graph, then every such x contains an f-d cap set. 
One example for SY is the subspace qe,( X) = {FE 2x : F has finitely many com- 
ponents}. Other examples are given in [15]. 
The hyperspace S(X) c 2x, consisting of all non-empty jnite subsets of X, is 
another example of a deformation boundary set in 2x. It is shown in [ 111 that in 
fact 9(X) always contains an f-d cap set set for 2x. Thus 9(X) is an f-d cap set 
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if and only if X is the countable union of finite-dimensional compacta. It is shown 
also that S(Q) is a cap set for 2Q. 
8. Boundary sets in Q-manifolds 
The boundary set characterization (Theorem 3.6) generalizes to Q-manifolds. Let 
M be a locally compact metric ANR, and B c M a aZ-set. We say that B is a 
boundary set if M\B is an I,-manifold. 
8.1. Theorem. Let B c M as above. Then B is a boundary set if and only if B is 
target-dense in M and proximately LC”. 
We omit the proof, which parallels the arguments given in Sections 2 and 3. Note 
that B is a boundary set in M if and only if B x Q is a boundary set in the Q-manifold 
M x Q, since if (M\B) x Q is an &-manifold, so also is M\B (see [20]). Moreover, 
it follows from Torunczyk’s Q-manifold characterization [19] that if M contains a 
boundary set, then M itself is a Q-manifold. 
Addenda 
A sequence of fake boundary sets having the properties of Example 5.5 was also 
constructed by Dijkstra [24]. 
In [25], Dijkstra obtains a more general result than Example 5.4: every dense 
VZ-set in Q can be re-imbedded as a dense VZ-set which is not target-dense. He 
also obtains a negative answer to Question 6.6. 
It has recently been discovered [26] that the topological characterization of 2 
used in the proof of Proposition 6.4 requires the additional hypothesis that every 
compacturn K in X is a strong Z-set, i.e &each open cover Ou of X, there exists 
a map f: X + X limited by % such that f(X) n K = f~. 
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